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PREFACE
he origins of this book go back to teachings received by
myself some eighteen years ago, and probably many times
before that. The teaching itself is as old as humanity and I make
no personal claim to it. It has been adapted to the needs of the
people of this day and generation.
In the early 1970s I met Dr Thomas Maughan, who practiced
homoeopathy, and ran a small group in South London to which he
taught a number of subjects including homceopathy. I attended
every medical class, and missed few others, noting everything he
said. It became my privilege to spend much time with Thomas,
often receiving complex teachings while driving him around in a
car at the very high speed he insisted upon. These teachings I
had to remember and copy down later. What I forgot is what the
locust ate.
At that time, homceopathy was largely unknown in this country. Those practising it kept a low profile, providing only for their
small groups of patients and followers. It had lapsed into a deep
slumber of approximately two generations. Most people had
become bewitched by stories of wonder drugs, antibiotics, vaccines and other propaganda put out by the medical profession
and the drug companies making vast profit by spoon-feeding misinformation to people. Before this time, during the last century
and the early part of this one, homceopathy had been quite widely
practiced. Now it was time for a renaissance.
At Thomas's death in 1976 the torch was passed on. A number of colleagues and myself from Thomas's group got together
with a similar group from North London and the Society of
Homoeopaths was born, with something like twelve members.
Soon after this Robert Davidson and I started the London College
of Homoeopathy, the first college of its kind, with a first year class
of thirty people.
The rapid growth of homosopathy in the past two decades is
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testimony to the need of the time. There are tides in the affairs of
humanity and if these are followed then much energy, goodness
and abundance is supplied.
This book is an attempt to unveil homoeopathy as an evolutionary tool for the development of humanity in our new age. Its
power, and far reaching implications are much greater than are
generally realised. It is important therefore that we develop it for
those who are in need now, and for those who will practice in the
future with a far greater understanding than ours. Clinging to its
original precepts to the exclusion of other knowledge will create a
dead religion, becoming ever more meaningless and less effective.
Do not be afraid. Go out and be creative practitioners, for
when we freely go with what is meant to be, the spirit of the age
is with us.
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